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Spontaneous transformation of water’s high-density amorph
and a two-stage crystallization to ice VI at 1 GPa: A dielectric study
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Department of Physics, Umea University, S-901 87 Umea, Sweden
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Department of Materials Science and Engineering, McMaster University, Hamilton, ON L8S 4L7, Canada

~Received 12 February 2004; accepted 24 March 2004!

Dielectric relaxation spectra of a metastable crystal phase formed on implosive and exothermic
transformation of pressure-amorphized hexagonal ice have been measuredin situ at 0.97 GPa
pressure over a range of temperature. The metastable phase showed no relaxation peak at 130 K and
0.97 GPa. When heated at a fixed pressure of 0.97 GPa, it began to transform at;145 K
exothermally to a phase whose relaxation rate and equilibrium dielectric permittivity increased. A
second, but slower exothermic transformation also occurred at;175 K. After keeping at 213 K, the
relaxation rate and equilibrium permittivity reached the known values of these two quantities for ice
VI. Thus the metastable phase transformed to ice VI in two stages. It is conjectured that the
intermediate phase in this transformation could be ice XII. The rate of transformation is not
determined by the reorientational relaxation rate of water molecules in the ices. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1747946#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mishimaet al.’s studies1,2 had shown that when hexago
nal ice at 77 K is uniaxially compressed to 1.5 GPa, it tra
forms to an amorphous solid. Since the density of this am
phous solid was found to be higher than that of the vap
deposited amorphous solid, they named it high-den
amorph ~HDA!. Henceforth we refer to the amorph thu
formed ~at 77 K and 1.5–1.8 GPa! as HDA. The process o
its formation from crystalline ice has become known as pr
sure amorphization. Mishimaet al.3 also heated HDA at a
nominal pressure of 100 bar at 1 K/min rate inside the ves
When the temperature of HDA reached 125 K, they fou
that it transformed exothermally to another amorphous s
whose density was approximately the same as the densi
hexagonal ice. It was named low density amorph~LDA !.2,3

The manner of formation of these two amorphs, their pr
erties and their interrelation have been reviewed
Debenedetti4 and by Guillot and Guissani.5 Therefore, a brief
review of only the ices formed on crystallization of HDA
given here.

Crystallization of HDA to several high-pressure ices w
first observed by Bosioet al.6 in the course of the x-ray
diffraction study of the structure factors of HDA and LDA
They had found that the x-ray diffraction spectra of th
HDA sample contained spurious Bragg peaks, and they
tributed these peaks to ‘‘undesirable contamination of
sample by high-pressure crystalline forms of ice.’’ From
further analysis of the data obtained on several similarly p
pared HDA samples, Bizidet al.7 reported the exact locatio
of these spurious Bragg peaks~see Table I in Ref. 7! and

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
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concluded that the spurious peaks could not be assigne
any known high-pressure phases of ice. Bellissent-Fu
et al.8 also found spurious Bragg peaks in the diffracti
studies of their HDA samples, but excluded those peaks fr
their data processing in favor of establishing the diffracti
features of HDA, as Bosioet al.6 had done.

In 1998, Lobbanet al.9 discovered a new metastab
crystalline phase of ice in the stability region of ice V. It ha
accidentally formed when 1.5 ml of D2O water at a fixed
argon gas pressure of 0.55 GPa, and containing 0.1–0.2
silica wool was cooled from 270 to 260 K at the rate of 2
K/h—the cooling rate being crucial because a faster rate
K/h produced ice V. They provided its neutron diffractio
spectra, determined the unit cell parameters and named i
XII. Koza et al.10 compared the known Bragg peaks of ic
XII reported by Lobbanet al.9 against the spurious Brag
peaks listed by Bizidet al.7 and concluded that the peak
reported by Bizidet al.7 corresponded to the Bragg peaks
ice XII. Therefore, ice XII was present in the HDA sampl
studied by Bizidet al.7 From their studies of HDA made by
amorphizing hexagonal ice by the same procedure as B
et al.’s6 and Bizidet al.’s7 Koza et al.10 also concluded tha
‘‘In all our samples, the contaminating crystalline phases c
be indexed to ice XII, with no other crystalline modificatio
being formed.’’ Further studies by Kozaet al.11 using similar
experiments showed that ice XII is produced by compress
ice Ih at 77, 100, 140, and at 160 K to a pressure of 1.8 G
and that an increasing amount of ice III/IX also forms wi
increase in the temperature above 140 K, with succes
formation of ice XII limited to a temperature below;150 K.
In some of the experimental assemblies used for amorp
ing hexagonal ice~ice Ih!,6–8,10,11the piston had frequently
friction jammed inside the pressure vessel during comp
sion of ice Ih and during decompression of HDA at 77 K.
il:
2 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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11663J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 24, 22 June 2004 Spontaneous transformation of water’s high-density amorph
unpredictable sudden release had caused sharp decre
and increases, in the pressure, as has been shown in Fig
Ref. 7. Kozaet al.11 therefore suggested that a shock wa
generated on sudden release of a friction-jammed piston
a role in the production of different high-pressure phas
Johari12 had already reported that when indium or Teflon w
not used to isolate ice Ih from the piston-vessel clearance
in studies of Refs. 6–8 and 10 and 11, ice Ih had crept in
piston-cylinder clearance, and the resulting friction requi
an overpressure to displace the piston. The friction beca
high enough in some studies to sustain an overpressure o
to 0.1–0.15 GPa, and a sudden release of this friction p
duced a loud-explosion sound and a spike of tempera
from 77 to 170 K. Kohlet al.13 proposed that this spike-typ
transient local heating could raise the temperature of HDA
to the ice V domain established in the equilibrium pha
diagram,2 i.e., above 207 K, and could produce ice XII—
domain in which Lobbanet al.9 had originally formed it by
cooling water at 0.55 GPa. Since HDA forms at pressu
above 0.8 GPa, this seems incompatible with formation
XII by transient heating of HDA to above 207 K, and into th
stability domain, 0.35–0.63 GPa,2 for ice V during pressure
amorphization.

A detailed study of the transformation of HDA by Klot
et al.14,15 has since shown that ice II, ice V, and ice III/IX
and a mixture of ice IV and ice XII or of ice VI and ice XI
form on programmedin situ heating of HDA at fixed pres-
sures in the range 0.3–1.2 GPa, with ice III/IX forming at t
lowest pressure, before transforming to II. Salzmannet al.16

have also reported that, on heating at the rate of 960 K
HDA kept at 0.81 GPa transforms to ice XII beginning
166 K and ending at 169 K. Since HDA transforms irreve
ibly to ice XII, we conclude that the temperature rise of up
;170 K found by Johari12 could also be partly due to th
exothermic effect of HDA’s transformation to ice XII and/o
to other high-pressure crystalline ices.

It must also be noted that in 1998, Chouet al.17 had
reported microscopic observations of the slow growth o
crystal phase of ice in pure water contained in a diamo
anvil cell at 0.774 GPa and 280.8 K. The crystal’s dens
was 1.212 g/ml@see Fig. 2F in Ref. 17#. They17 also studied
the high-pressure ice crystal’s Raman spectra and found
be different from the Raman spectra of the known hig
pressure phases of ice. They called it a new ice phase, p
because lack of more data prevented them from specula
on its relation with the new phase discovered by Lobb
et al.9 ~See note 24 in Ref. 17.! Later studies by Salzman
et al.18 found that the features in the Raman spectra of
XII, which they produced by heating HDA and identified
by x-ray diffraction using the Bragg peaks reported by Lo
banet al.,9 were the same as the features of the Raman s
tra of the new phase reported by Chouet al.17 Salzmann
et al.18 concluded that the new phase of Chouet al.17 is in
fact ice XII. However, we point out that the density of 1.21
g/ml at 0.774 GPa at 280.8 K of Chouet al.’s17 new ice
phase seems to be inconsistent with the density of 1.293
H2O ice XII ~1.4365 for D2O ice XII! at 0.5 GPa and 260 K9

for the following reason: Even if we ignore the increase
the density expected on increase in pressure by 0.27 GPa
Downloaded 20 Oct 2005 to 130.239.71.156. Redistribution subject to AI
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density decrease by 0.081~1.293–1.212! g/ml on increase in
temperature by 20.8(5280.8– 260) K leads to a volum
thermal expansivity of 3.031023 K21, which seems too
high a value for a crystal phase.

Kohl et al.13 used the volume changes to follow the pre
sure amorphization of ice Ih, as Mishimaet al.1,3 had done,
and identified the solid phases recovered at 77 K and am
ent pressure by using x-ray diffraction. They concluded t
ice XII does not form on accidental heating of ice Ih. Instea
it forms on accidental heating of HDA. Thus pressure am
phization of ice Ih occurs before ice XII forms. Loertin
et al.19 and Salzmannet al.20 found that controlled heating o
HDA at fixed pressures of 0.81–1 GPa also produces ice
and ice VI along with ice XII, depending upon the heatin
rate.

Thus, Bosioet al.’s6 report of undesirable contaminatio
of the HDA by high-pressure crystalline ice phases has
ultimately to the discovery that ices III, IX, and XII form
during amorphization of ice Ih,11 and that ices IV,14,15,21V,15

and VI14,15,19form when HDA is heated at a controlled rat
However, ice XII also forms when HDA becomes accide
tally heated during the course of ice Ih amorphization,13 or is
deliberately heated at a fast rate.18 In some cases, this occur
outside their pressure–temperature regions in the equilibr
phase diagram of the ices. As a result of the discovery
these irreversible transformations, pure ice IV and ice X
can now be prepared in gram amounts20 for study at;77 K
and ambient pressure.

By performingex situstudies of the phases recovered
ambient pressure and 77 K and using x-ray diffractio
Loerting et al.19 have found that ice XII, which they had
produced by heating HDA, exists in the 0.7–1.5 GPa a
158–212 K ranges. Moreover, based on Kohlet al.’s22 mea-
surements of the enthalpy of~irreversible! transformation of
ice XII to cubic ice at ambient pressure and its comparis
against the known enthalpy of transformation of ice VI
cubic ice,23 they discussed the possibility that ice XII has
low-temperature region of stability within the ice VI doma
and further outlined a pressure–temperature region~hatched
area in Fig. 1 of Ref. 19! for the formation of ice XII. In this
region ice VI has been known to be the stable phase~see ice
phase diagram in Ref. 2!. Since the enthalpy release wa
more for ice VI than for ice XII at ambient pressure, the
concluded that orientationally ordered ice XII can beco
more stable than ice VI in the 0.7–1.5 GPa and 158–21
ranges.19 But Johari’s calculations24 showed that when the
effect of pressure on the Gibbs energy is taken into acco
the energy of ice XII in this pressure range is, instead, hig
than that of ice VI. Therefore, ice XII is likely to be les
stable than ice VI at high pressures.

We have been investigating the mechanism of press
amorphization of ice Ih and Ic and crystallization of th
amorphs byin situ thermal conductivity and dielectric spec
troscopy studies performed in real time. In the course of o
of such investigations, we have found that when ice Ih
;130 K is compressed at a slow rate and the press
reaches 0.8–1 GPa, an implosive transformation occurs
the sample’s temperature abruptly increases as a result o
transformation. Thereafter, on heating at a slow rate at
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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11664 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 24, 22 June 2004 O. Andersson and G. P. Johari
pressure, the ice phase formed gradually transforms, b
two-stage process, to ice VI. Here we report these stu
and discuss their consequences for our understanding o
amorph formed at high temperatures, and of its transfor
tions to different crystalline phases in their thermodynam
cally nonequilibrium state.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A parallel plate capacitor consisting of six plates, ea
separated by the other by;1.5 mm with polyetherether
ketone spacers, was constructed from stainless steel
empty capacitance was nominally 32 pF. The capacitor
placed inside a 37 mm internal diameter Teflon contai
which itself closely fitted inside the high-pressure cylinder
internal diameter 45 mm of a high-pressure assembly.
Teflon cell was filled with;25 ml of water purified by using
Milli-Q ® Ultrapure WaterSystems. It was sealed with
tightly fitting, 5 mm thick Teflon cover and the piston in
serted. The whole assembly was placed in a vacuum cham
and load was applied by using a 5 MN hydraulic press. The
pressure in the cell was determined from the ratio of load
area to which a correction for friction was applied. This c
rection had been previously established in a separate ex
ment by using the pressure dependence of the resistance
manganin wire. The pressure of the hydraulic oil used
push the piston into the cylinder was computer controlled
the desired rate of increase or decrease. The temperature
varied by cooling the whole pressure vessel by using
built-in helium cryostat equipped with a heater. The tempe
ture and pressure of the sample were computer monito
continuously during the course of the experiment, and
capacitance and conductance of the dielectric capacitor
mersed in the ice sample were measured in real time.

The capacitance and conductance were measured a
quencies in the range 1 Hz–1 MHz by means of an imp
ance analyzer, Solartron 1260, and the dielectric permitti
and dielectric loss of the sample were determined for e
frequency. The geometric capacitance of the stainless s
capacitor was determined by using the known dielectric p
mittivity, «8, of ice Ih of 3.160.05 at 1–10 kHz measure
ment frequency and ambient pressure and low temperatu
as reported by Johari and co-workers.25 ~Johari and
Whalley26 had also found that for ice Ih,«8 at temperatures
below 170 K at 10 kHz, was within 0.1% of the limitin
high-frequency value of its dielectric permittivity«` and
Gough27 have shown that«` decreases from 3.16 at 253 K t
3.093 at 2 K.! Of further relevance to our study are the ea
lier findings28 that an increase in pressure from ambient
0.2 GPa reduces the contribution from orientation polari
tion as the relaxation peak shifts to lower frequencies,
creases its optical refractive index, and decrease the co
bution from the infrared polarizability. These changes h
been determined by measuring the frequency of translati
lattice vibrations of ice Ih as a function of both temperatu
and pressure by Johariet al.28 The net effect on«8, which
already approaches the value of«` , is thus expected to be
less than 1%. After including the measurement errors,
estimate that our«8 and dielectric loss data are accurate
better than 3%.
Downloaded 20 Oct 2005 to 130.239.71.156. Redistribution subject to AI
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In our experimental procedure, the high-pressure ve
containing water under a pressure of 0.05 GPa was co
from room temperature to about 100 K at an average rat
17 K/h. After ice Ih had formed, the temperature was rais
and stabilized at 125–130 K, which took a total of 10 h. T
pressure was then increased at the rate of 0.1 GPa/h.
heating and cooling rates~near 150 K! used in this study
were typically 15 and 10 K/h, respectively. Thus, one set
experiments took a continuous period of several days du
which time the pressure and temperature of the sample w
continuously monitored. The data are accurate to wit
60.05 GPa for pressure~at 1 GPa and 100 K!, and60.3 K
for temperature.

A second experiment was performed in a similar man
by using a concentric electrode dielectric cell made fro
copper. The change in the geometry of this cell on raising
pressure from ambient to 1 GPa is regarded as insignific
~Magnitude of this change has been estimated by Johari
Whalley29 for similar dielectric cells made from a 2%
Be–Cu alloy, but with the outer electrode itself acting as
pressure vessel which increased the interelectrode dist
on pressurizing.! The results obtained by using this conce
tric electrode cell agreed, within the experimental erro
with the results obtained by using the above-mentioned p
allel plate cell whose cell constant had been determined f
the «8 value of 3.1 for ice Ih as a standard.

III. RESULTS

During the slow pressurization of ice Ih at a fixed tem
perature of 130 K, the temperature and pressure of
sample were automatically measured at time intervals
20 s. During the heating and cooling of the samples,
spectra of dielectric permittivity and loss,«8 and «9, were
determined at fixed temperature intervals of 5 K. The tim
taken to measure the spectra was 90 s, and therefore
change in the temperature that occurred during the meas
ment of the spectra was less than 0.4 K. This change
neglected. When the pressure on ice Ih at 130 K was
creased and it reached 0.97 GPa, i.e., a pressure near th
of its transformation range to a high-density amorph at 1
K, an implosion of the sample occurred. As a result, t
pressure on the sample instantly decreased to 0.85 GPa
the temperature rose from 130 to about 165 K. The p
grammed controls restored the pressure to 0.97 GPa in a
3 min and the temperature to 130 K in about 9 min. Since
spectra were collected at 5 K intervals, the spectra at th
exact instant of transformations observed here are not a
able. A comparison of the«8 and«9 spectra measured befor
and after the implosive transformation at 130 K and 0.
GPa showed no significant change in its shape within
experimental errors. The lack of significant change is like
due to the fact that the value of«8 was already low at 3.47
and«9 was less than 0.04, which indicate that contributio
to «8 and «9 from the relaxation part of the spectra we
already minimum and the spectrum was close to that o
dielectrically unrelaxed state. Because of the long electr
leads and the neglected corrections for their length, the m
sured values at such low magnitudes of«8 and«9 were most
accurate in the 1–10 kHz range. The values measure
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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11665J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 24, 22 June 2004 Spontaneous transformation of water’s high-density amorph
1 kHz frequency showed that on transformation,«8 in-
creased by 0.03,«9 decreased by 0.02, and tand (5«9/«8)
decreased from 0.006 to 0.002.

The sample was then heated from 130 to 213 K at
rate of 18 K/h and the spectra were collected in real time
5 K intervals. When the sample’s temperature reached
K, an abrupt rise in its temperature and decrease in pres
occurred and continued for a short time. This shows that
sample at 0.97 GPa was transforming to a denser, h
pressure phase exothermally. The rise of the temperature
ing this transformation appears as the first~sharp! peak in the
plot of the excess temperature against the temperature
in Fig. 1~A! measuredin situ, in real time. The«8 and «9
values of the sample also changed on this transformation
show the extent of this change,«8 and «9 measured for a
fixed frequency of 1 kHz are plotted against the tempera
in Fig. 1~B!. The inset in Fig. 1~B! shows an enlarged sca
the manner in which«8 at 1 kHz changes on heating. I
value increases in a sigmoid shape manner, approachi
plateau value, but this approach is interrupted by ano
increase which is only partly shown here, up to a tempera
of 187 K.

The «8 and«9 spectra measured on heating the sam
from 130 to 213 K at 18 K/h are presented in Fig. 2. Sin
irreversible, kinetically controlled transformations occ

FIG. 1. ~A! The excess temperature measured during heating of the tr
formed phase at 0.97 GPa.~B! The «8 ~j! and«9 ~s! of the transformed
phase measured at a fixed pressure of 0.97 GPa and a frequency of
are plotted against the temperature. The inset shows«8 in the vicinity of the
exothermic transition. The rate of heating was 18 K/h.
Downloaded 20 Oct 2005 to 130.239.71.156. Redistribution subject to AI
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with rates that are both time and temperature dependent,
necessary to indicate the time at which the spectra were m
sured. This time was counted in minutes from the instant
implosive transformation occurred at a fixed pressure of 0
GPa at 130 K, and both the temperature of the sample
this time are noted in Fig. 2.

After the sample reached 213 K during the programm
heating, it was kept isothermally for about 5 min and th
cooled at an initial rate of about 20 K/h, while its spect
were being measured in real time at 5 K intervals. These
spectra are shown in Fig. 3, where the temperature and
of the measurements have also been noted.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Transformations during amorphization of ice Ih

It has been reported that HDA further densifies gradua
when heated at a high pressure and that in some cases
pressure crystalline ice phases also form during pres
amorphization of ice Ih.19 Therefore, it is necessary to con
sider the following questions:~i! did the amorphization a
130 K and 0.97 GPa, produce the same HDA as the am
phization at 77 K? and~ii ! did some high-pressure crystallin
ices also form during the amorphization?

In order to determine the nature of the high-dens
amorph formed when ice Ih at 130 K was pressurized to 0
GPa, it is necessary to consider the relevance of two re

s-

Hz

FIG. 2. The«8 and«9 spectra of the ice phase formed after transformat
at 0.97 GPa and measured at 0.97 GPa in real time during the heating o
sample. The temperature and time in minutes~in parentheses! at which the
spectra were measured are indicated. The rate of heating was 18 K/h.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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findings: ~i! Loerting et al.’s30 finding that when HDA at a
pressure in the range of;0.8– 1.9 GPa is heated from 77
165 K it gradually densifies by;9% to a very high-density
amorph~VHDA !, and ~ii ! Johari and Andersson’s31 finding
that instead of there being just two high-density amorp
HDA and VHDA, there may be a continuity of differen
amorphs of densities varying between those of VHDA a
HDA, which may be obtained by isothermally keeping HD
at a fixed pressure above 0.8 GPa at different temperatu
This seems analogous with Tulket al.’s32 conclusion that a
multiplicity of different amorphs are formed when HDA a
ambient pressure is kept isothermally at different tempe
tures and that there isnot just one HDA but a continuity of
amorphs of different densities between those of HDA a
LDA.32 This means that there would be a continuity of d
ferent amorphs of structures between those of VHDA a
LDA, which form under different temperature, time, an
pressure conditions.

Of quantitative relevance for our purpose are the plots
volume decrease against pressure provided by Loer
et al.19,30 From the plot in Fig. 1~B! of their Ref. 30, we
estimate that;60% of the net volume decrease on HDA
conversion to VHDA on heating from 77 to 160 K at a nom
nal pressure of 1.1 GPa had occurred when the tempera
of HDA reached 130 K. Ice Ih in our study reached a pr

FIG. 3. The«8 and«9 spectra of the ice phase at 0.97 GPa that had form
on heating@plot in Fig. 1~B!# to 213 K and thereafter keeping for 5 min a
213 K, as measured in real time. The sample was being cooled at 20
from 213 K. The temperature and time in minutes~in parentheses! at which
the spectra were measured are indicated.
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sure of 0.97 GPa at 130 K before implosion, which is co
parable to the nominal pressure of 1.1 GPa. If the structur
the amorph formed at 130 K and;1.1 GPa in Ref. 30 was to
be independent of the temperature–pressure path~i.e., the
state of the amorph was ergodic! then the observations from
Fig. 1~B! in Ref. 30, on combining with our results, woul
mean that the amorph formed in our study at 130 K and 0
GPa had already;60% transformed to VHDA, i.e., instea
of HDA, an amorph of a density between those of HDA a
VHDA had existed at 130 K and 0.97 GPa. Alternatively,
the structure of the amorph formed at 130 K and;1.1 GPa
in Ref. 30 was to depend on the temperature–pressure
~i.e., the state of the amorph was nonergodic!, then the struc-
tures of the amorph formed here may not be the abo
mentioned 60% densified state of HDA. Unfortunately, it
not known what the relaxation times of the various hig
density amorphs at the pressure and temperature condi
of their formation are. Also, it is not possible to know ho
the recently discovered time effect on ice Ih amorphizatio31

effects our view of the densification of HDA during heatin
at 0.81 GPa observed in Ref. 30. Whether the state of
amorph at 130 K is found to be ergodic or not, we should
regard the thermodynamic and structural states of
amorph at 0.97 GPa and 130 K the same as those of HD

We now consider the type of crystalline ices that cou
also form during the amorphization of ice Ih in our stud
Fromex situneutron diffraction studies of the ices at ambie
pressure, Kozaet al.11 have observed that when ice Ih at 7
K is pressurized to 1.8 GPa at a rate of 1 GPa/min, or p
surized at 100 K to 1.8 GPa at a rate of 0.5 GPa/min, ice
is formed. On pressurization at 140 K and higher tempe
ture, ices III and/or IX also formed with ice XII, and almo
no XII formed on pressurization at 160 K. Thus the
showed11 that fast compression of ice Ih in less than 2 m
produced ice XII. But Kohlet al.13 have reported that ice XII
forms from HDA, and not from ice Ih, i.e., HDA forms firs
and, when its density exceeds 1.1 g/ml, it transforms to
XII on fast heating. In their study, this heating occurred a
cidentally as a result of the shock wave produced by
release of the friction-jammed piston in the vessel. Sin
friction jamming of the piston did not occur in our study, an
the implosion was a result of phase transformation, not
cause, none of these ice phases could have formed in
same way here.

B. Crystallization of HDA on heating
at high pressures

As mentioned in Sec. I, when HDA is heated at a hi
pressure, it crystallizes to a number of high-pressure
phases,6,7,10,11,14,15,18–22depending upon the temperatur
pressure, and heating rate. These ice phases are not k
cally and thermodynamically stable in the pressur
temperature conditions of their formation. Briefly, Salzma
et al.20,21 have concluded that HDA at nominally 0.81 GP
crystallizes to pure ice IV when heated at a rate of 24 K
~0.4 K/min!. But it crystallizes to a mixture of ice IV and ice
XII when heated at a rate between 24 and 900 K/h, a
crystallizes to pure ice XII when heated at a rate higher th
900 K/h ~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 21!. Moreover, they showed tha

d
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‘‘additional slow heating of ice IV from 162 to 195 K doe
not lead to the formation of ice XII from ice IV,’’21 and that
ice XII formation from HDA ends when temperature reach
;172 K.21 Also, Loertinget al.19 have reported that heatin
of ice XII at 0.7–1.5 GPa converts it to ice VI when th
temperature reaches;212 K.

Klotz et al.’s14,15 in situ neutron diffraction studies ha
already shown similar crystallization of HDA to mixtures
ice IV and ice XII. They had also found that on heating
165 K, HDA(D2O) at pressures of;1 – 1.5 GPa crystallized
to a mixture of ice VI and ice XII. But, when a mixture of ic
XII and HDA was heated in similar conditions, no significa
increase in ice XII occurred, and HDA in the mixture tran
formed to ice VI. This suggests that the preferred trans
mation of HDA in this case was to ice VI, even when ice X
had been present.

As discussed earlier here, the amorph formed at 130
denser than HDA, and therefore its crystallization on heat
at a high pressure would not necessarily produce the s
ice phases as crystallization of HDA in the above-mention
studies. There is also a difficulty in comparing our resu
with those of the earlier studies, because the temperature
kinetically controlled phase transformation increases w
the increase in the heating rate, and that increase can m
an ice phase, formed on crystallization of HDA, to appea
the pressure temperature domain of another ice phase
conclude that the crystalline ices obtained by heating dif
ent high-density amorphs at different rates are determine
both the state of the parent amorph and the time–tempera
dependence of the transformation rate of~metastable! crys-
talline ices. There seems to be no accurate way of predic
which ice phase will form.

In an earlier study33 of the thermal conductivity chang
during the amorphization of ice Ih, we have reported that
amorph formed at 130 K and;1 GPa abruptly transforme
to a higher-density crystalline ice phase. Thermal conduc
ity of this phase was found to be distinct from those of a
known high-pressure ices. The pressure decrease and
perature increase observed on the implosive transforma
in that study is similar to that observed on implosive tra
formation here. Unfortunately, our massive, high-press
assembly, which is kept under vacuum, neither allowsin situ
studies by diffraction methods nor does it allow rapid co
ing of the sample to;77 K at high pressures and subs
quently extracting the sample at ambient pressure rap
enough to avoid heating above 100 K. Therefore, we w
discuss the identity of the metastable state and the h
pressure ices in the light of our dielectric and calorimet
studies in Sec. IV E.

In the context of formation of new metastable phas
from HDA, Tulk and Klug’s34 study of a crystal phase of ic
made by grinding HDA in liquid nitrogen at ambien
pressure35 should be briefly discussed. In the Raman spec
studies of this phase, they found34 that its O–D stretching
band is at 2424 cm21. They stated ‘‘There are a limited num
ber of crystalline phases that may have been formed,
these can be individually ruled out with the exception of
XII.’’ 34 By comparing the frequency of the Raman bands
their ice phase against the known frequency of Raman ba
Downloaded 20 Oct 2005 to 130.239.71.156. Redistribution subject to AI
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of other ices, they ruled out the possibility that ice IV, ice
or ice VI could have been produced. When they scaled
observed O–D stretching frequency of their crystalline
phase with the O–O distance according to the known re
tion, they found that the scaled O–O distances is 2.763
which is consistent with the value of 2.766 Å reported
Lobbanet al.9 for ice XII. Hence, they concluded that the
crystalline phase was ice XII. A further study of its transfo
mation by Raman spectroscopy showed that when the
sample was annealed at 120 K and ambient pressure, it tr
formed to LDA and thereafter, on heating above 120 K,
cubic ice. Salzmannet al.18 also measured the Raman spe
tra of an x-ray characterized ice XII, which they had made
heating HDA at 0.81 GPa to 180 K at a rate of 1500 K/h, a
compared its spectra against the Raman spectra of Tulk
Klug’s34 crystal. They found that the two spectra differe
and therefore concluded that Tulk and Klug34 hadnot made
ice XII.18 On the basis of these observations, we conclu
that the crystal phase produced by Tulk and Klug34 was prob-
ably a new crystal phase of ice, which had formed eith
during the pressure amorphization at 77 K or on mechan
deformation and possible heating during the grinding proc
of HDA. As already mentioned earlier here, Chouet al.17

had also made a new crystalline ice phase at 280.8 K
0.774 GPa, which Salzmannet al.18 later identified as ice
XII, but its thermal expansion coefficient seems inconsist
with the value usually found for the ices.

C. Dielectric properties of the phases formed

The «8 and«9 spectra in Fig. 2 show that as the tran
formed ice phase is heated, both«8 and «9 increase, and a
relaxation peak in«9 appears at 158.5 K. Its height increas
slowly on heating up to 193.9 K and then rapidly on furth
heating to 211.7 K. Since the«8 and «9 spectra were col-
lected at 5 K intervals, spectra at the maximum temperatu
of 213 K could not be measured in this programmed heat
With the passage of time, from 2.2 to 5.3 h, and increase
temperature from 158.5 to 211.7 K, the«9 peak shifts to
higher frequencies. The low-frequency side of the spec
has become distorted by the dc conductivity and interfa
polarization effects which raise both«8 and «9. Still, the
frequency at which the«9 peak appears,f max, and which
corresponds to the relaxation rate, can be accurately d
mined. Its value is plotted against the temperature in F
4~A!. Also, the value of«9 at the relaxation peak,«max9 , was
determined and it is plotted against the temperature in F
4~B!. As in most studies of ices, the equilibrium dielectr
permittivity «0 , which is equal to the low frequency platea
value of«8 due to orientation polarization, could not be a
curately determined because of the contributions from in
facial polarization. This value was estimated by construct
the complex plane plot, as done earlier.29 It is ;210 at
211.7 K.

Dielectric properties of all high-pressure ices except
ice IV had been studied by Whalley and co-workers in t
1960s and 1970s. Such properties of ice XII have also
yet been studied. Among the phases that have been know
form on crystallization of HDA, values off max and «0 of
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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only ice V and ice VI are known at such low temperatures
those in our study~ice IX being an antiferroelectric phase
shows no dielectric relaxation36!. At 211.7 K, f max of the ice
phase formed here is 800 Hz. The recently published va
for f max and«0 for ice V are 620 Hz and 140, respectively,
0.61 GPa and 212 K.37 Clearly, f max of 800 Hz and«0 of
;210 for the ice phase formed here do not agree with
corresponding values for ice V.

From Johari and Whalley’s29 study of ice VI at a pres-
sure of 1.160.05 GPa, we estimatef max5960 Hz from their
Fig. 6, and«05215, from their Fig. 3 at 211.2 K. Thes
values clearly agree with the values off max5800 Hz and
«05210 at 211.7 K determined here, even when the sm
shift in the apparentf max to a lower frequency and increas
in the apparent«0 as a result of the dc conductivity an
interfacial polarization contributions are not taken into a
count.~Note that«9 of our sample has a larger contributio
from dc conductivity than«9 of the ice VI sample in Ref. 29
and this contribution alone would yield a lower appare
value of f max.) We also read the«max9 value for ice VI from
the plots in Fig. 3 of Ref. 29. This value is 93 at 211.2 K
1.160.05 GPa, which agrees with the value of«max9 of 96
observed here.

The «8 and «9 spectra in Fig. 3, which were measure
after keeping the sample for 5 min at 213 K and then
cooling, show that both«0 and«max9 increase with decreas

FIG. 4. ~A! The f max of the ice phases at 0.97 GPa formed during t
heating~j! and thereafter cooling~h! is plotted against the temperatur
~B! The corresponding plots of«max9 . The values were determined from th
spectra given in Figs. 2 and 3.
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in temperature, and that these values are now higher
those measured at the same temperature during heating
f max and«max9 values were determined from the spectra a
these are plotted in Figs. 4~A! and 4~B!, respectively. The
plots show the difference between thef max as well as that
between«max9 values of the high-pressure ice phase form
on heating and on cooling. The difference demonstrates
on heating from 130 K at 0.97 GPa, the ice phase had b
continuously transforming to other phases and that the tra
formation was complete only when the temperature reac
211.7 K and ice VI had formed. But it is not certain as
which phase had been forming on the initial heating fro
130 K at 0.97 GPa.

D. Two-stage crystallization transformation

We now discuss the manner in which the transformat
on heating occurs ultimately to ice VI. This may be done
plotting «max9 of the transforming mixture against the tem
perature, as shown in Fig. 4~B!. ~Note that we cannot con
sider the extent of transformation to ice VI because an in
mediate phase is formed.! It is evident from the plot in Fig.
4~B! that «max9 of the transforming mixture increases slow
initially. It then increases in a stretched sigmoid manner a
tends to approach a plateau value at«max9 of ;50 at 185 K.
Starting from this approximate plateau value,«max9 increases
again in a stretched sigmoid manner and tends toward
plateau value of«max9 of ;96 at 211.7 K. The manner of th
increase in«max9 indicates that when the metastable phase
heated at 18 K/h rate, it begins to transform at 145 K to
high-pressure ice phase whose«0 is ;105 at 178.7 K. On
further heating, this phase transforms gradually to ice
whose«0 is ;210 at 211.7 K. This shows that two kinet
cally controlled transformations of the metastable phase
cur on its slow heating from 130 K. These two transform
tions are also evident from the plot in Fig. 1~A!, which
shows a large exothermic effect~temperature increase! in the
145–151 K range and a slow and small exothermic effec
the 175–185 K range.

The second stage of the transformation, in the 145–
K range, is undoubtedly to ice VI. Nevertheless, we reiter
that Salzmannet al.,20 Loerting et al.,19 and Klotzet al.14,15

had studied crystallization of a sample of HDA~prepared at
77 K! and that the temperature, pressure, and heating rat
their study were different from those in our study. Therefo
the temperatures of transformation and the stability range
ice VI relative to other high-pressure ice phases obser
here cannot be directly compared with their studies. Brie
crystallization of their samples of HDA had produced pu
ice IV or pure ice XII21 or a mixture of ice IV and ice
XII 14,15,21or even a mixture of ice VI and ice XII.15 Heating
of an ice IV and ice XII mixtures by Klotzet al.15 at about
0.65 GPa had ultimately produced pure ice IV and heating
a mixture of ice VI and ice XII by Loertinget al.19 at 1.5
GPa had produced pure ice VI. In our studies we have c
firmed only that the ultimate phase formed on heating
ice VI.

Loerting et al.19 have found that ice XII, produced b
rapid heating of HDA, exists in the temperature range
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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158–212 K and at pressure of 0.7–1.5 GPa. They discu
the possibility that ice XII may become more stable than
VI, and provided a pressure, temperature region~Fig. 1 in
Ref. 19! in which their ice XII existed, although they wer
aware that in the phase diagram of the ices, only ice V
stable in that region.2 Our study shows that at 0.97 GPa a
temperatures above 175 K, ice VI is the stable phase
deduced earlier24 from the Gibbs energy calculations, and n
ice XII. It is conceivable that ice XII brought into the ice V
region by rapid heating of HDA in Loertinget al.’s study19

could transform to ice VI when kept in that region for
longer duration than allowed in their experiments.

E. Nature of the high-pressure ices formed

As explained earlier here, the ice phases formed in
investigation could not be studied by x-ray diffraction, a
therefore they remain structurally unidentified. Also, a co
parison of these studies against the studies on HDA’s tra
formation would not be meaningful because the amo
formed here is not the same as HDA. Moreover, the natur
the crystallized phase itself and the temperature, press
and rate of irreversible crystallization all depend upon:~i! the
type and amounts of contaminant crystalline phases in
amorph, which may act as nuclei or seeds and~ii ! the rate of
molecular diffusion, which also varies with pressure a
temperature. Therefore, the question as to whether a
crystalline ice phase, or a mixture of different known hig
pressure crystalline ices were formed here is not resolv
We recall that except for ice Ic and ice XII, all stable a
metastable phases of ice were discovered by obser
changes in their volume, dielectric, and other properties
certain pressures and temperatures, and therefore the
merit in investigations that do not provide structural deta

Implosive transformation of the amorph at 0.97 GPa a
130 K to the metastable phase, as noted earlier here,
raised the sample’s temperature to 165 K and lowered
pressure to 0.85 GPa. When this phase was slowly he
after automatic restoring the 0.97 GPa and 130 K, it show
a pronounced exothermic transformation already at;145 K,
as seen in Fig. 1~A!. Therefore, it seems that rapid temper
ture change associated with the implosion prohibited
transformation seen at;145 K on slow heating. Earlier stud
ies of crystallization19 have found that HDA at nominally
1.09 GPa transforms to ice XII rapidly at 160 K when hea
at a rate that changed linearly from 6 K/min at 110 K to 1
K/min at 240 K, and that this temperature varies with bo
the pressure and the heating rates.18 Even though Loerting
et al.19 could detect a much weaker endotherm of the gla
liquid transition of glycerol to within62 K19 at ambient
pressure by a thermocouple attached to the outside of
pressure vessel, Salzmannet al.20,21did not report a tempera
ture rise at the sudden transformation of HDA at 0.81 G
pressure to ice XII in their 16 K/min heating experimen
Moreover, the plots in Refs. 16 and 20 show almost
change in the temperature at the abrupt HDA to ice XII tra
formation. This indicates that neither our high-dens
amorph is the same as their HDA nor our metastable pha
ice XII.
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That the implosively transformed ice phase could be
XII seems to be ruled out by the following four observation

~i! The metastable phase here transforms to ice VI in t
stages, whereas ice XII had transformed to ice VI in o
stage.

~ii ! In the two-stage crystallization to ice VI seen in Fig
2 and 4~B!, the dielectric spectra for the first stage of tran
formation shows that when the metastable phase is hea
its «max9 increases from a value that has been too low to
measured here at temperature below 149 K.~The concomi-
tant increase inf max is a result of increase in the temper
ture.! This means that the transformation is occurring a
phase whose equilibrium permittivity is higher than that
the metastable phase. If both phases were crystalline ice
would indicate that a less proton-disordered phase is conv
ing to a more proton-disordered phase. But the Raman s
tra of ice XII at ambient pressure has shown it to be fu
proton disordered,18 not partially proton ordered.

~iii ! Figure 1~A! shows that the~first-stage! transforma-
tion of the metastable phase is highly exothermic. This d
fers from the earlier studies in which no temperature r
during the course of transformation of ice XII to ice VI ha
been found19 even when the measurements were sensi
enough to follow the weak glass transition endotherm
glycerol within 62 K.19

~iv! Transformation of the metastable phase occurs h
at ;145 K, but transformation of ice XII at 0.84 or 1.09 GP
had occurred at a temperature above 212 K when he
linearly from 6 K/min at 110 K to 1.5 K/min at 240 K~Fig.
2 in Ref. 19!.

One may also conjecture that the metastable phase in
study may be a mixture of ice IV and XII which has bee
known to form only when HDA is heated at rates less th
15 K/min.21 Also, Kozaet al.11 had found that a mixture o
III and XII had formed on pressurizing ice Ih at a very fa
rate at;140 K or higher temperature. They suggested tha
shock wave generated during compression had a role in
formation of high-pressure ices. In our procedure, the pis
moved without extraordinary large friction and therefo
there were no shock waves caused by sudden releases o
piston. However, we test the conjecture that a mixture
high-pressure ice phases exists in the range 150–212 K
determining the change in the shape of«9 spectra at various
stages of the transformations as follows.

In a heterogeneous mixture of two ice phases of differ
relaxation rates, the«9 spectra would show two peaks corr
sponding to the two phases. These peaks may remain u
solved if the respective relaxation rates as well as the res
tive contributions to orientation polarization are only slight
different. But, if the relaxation rates differed, the pea
would be well resolved and a detailed shape of the spe
would change as the phase transformation continues and
peak grows at the expense of the other under isothermal
ditions. This change would be more clearly seen when c
tributions to orientation polarization from the two phases
of comparable magnitude and less clearly seen when
differ by a large magnitude. When the transformation is o
served by changing the temperature instead of isotherm
the «9 spectra also usually become narrower with the
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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crease in temperature. But this effect is relatively small wh
the temperature range is small and can be usually negle
Thus a change of the spectra with time under isother
conditions as well as with increase in temperature can in
cate if two phases are present. We use this procedure h

To examine the change in the shape of the«9 spectra we
have shown the normalized plots of«9, i.e., «9/«max9 against
the normalized frequency, i.e.,f / f max, for the low tempera-
ture transformation at 168.6 and 183.8 K in Fig. 5~A! and for
the high temperature transformation at 204.0 K~heating! and
202.7 K~cooling! in Fig. 5~B!. The spectra show difference
in their high frequency side of the relaxation peak. To exa
ine it more clearly, we obtained the difference spectra,
have shown it also in Fig. 5 after multiplying it by the facto
indicated. It is evident that the difference spectra show
maximum at high frequencies, i.e., atf / f max.1 for both
cases. Since the change in the«9 spectral width at 202.7 K
would be almost the same as at 204.0 K in Fig. 5~B!, the
maximum in the difference spectra indicates that ice VI
present with another phase in the partially transform
sample. In contrast, the maximum in the difference spectr
Fig. 5~A! arises partly from the presence of a second ph
and partly from the difference between the«9 spectral width
of the persistent ice phase at 183.8 and 168.6 K. But
some transformation of the metastable phase has occu
already on heating from 130 to 168.6 K, a two-phase mixt

FIG. 5. ~A! Normalized loss«9/«max9 plotted against normalized frequenc
at 168.6 and 183.8 K on heating.~B! The corresponding plots at 204 K o
heating and 202.7 K on cooling after a 5 min anneal at 213 K. The data
correspond to the spectra shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
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of the metastable phase and its transformation product is
pected. For that reason the maximum in Fig. 5~A! does not
indicate whether the sample at a temperature below the
thermic transformation temperature of 145 K in Fig. 1~A! is
pure metastable phase or a mixture of ices. Therefore,
investigate this possibility by using results of another stu
If a high-pressure ice mixture had formed, and this mixtu
was to be our~implosively transformed! metastable phase, it
two or multiphase compositions would vary with the pre
sure and temperature conditions of its formation. Therefo
its thermal conductivity would vary with the conditions of i
formation. But thermal conductivity of the metastable pha
formed at different temperature and pressure conditions
amorphization has been found to be the same.33 This repro-
ducibility of thermal conductivity indicates that the met
stable phase is not likely to be a mixture of high-press
ices.

We surmize that in the first stage of transformation ov
the 145–175 K range in Fig. 4~B!, the metastable phase con
verts to ice XII, and in the second stage of transformat
over the 180–212 K range, ice XII converts to ice VI. Th
latter transformation temperature would seem to be con
tent with Loertinget al.’s19 observation that ice XII at 0.84
or 1.09 GPa when heated at 16 K/min transforms at a te
perature above 212 K~Fig. 2 in Ref. 19!.

Thermodynamically, we may envisage these transform
tions in terms of the plot of enthalpy against temperature
follows: Enthalpy of the high-density amorph decreas
abruptly at 0.97 GPa and 130 K, and the temperature r
instantly to 165 K and pressure decreases to 0.85 GPa. T
a metastable ice phase forms. When this ice phase at
GPa is heated from 130 K, its enthalpy decreases slowly
by a relatively large amount, beginning at;145 K and end-
ing at ;152 K, and another high-pressure ice phase, po
bly ice XII, forms slowly. On further heating, the enthalp
decreases again slowly in the 180–212 K range but b
relatively small amount, and ice VI forms slowly. In th
consecutive transformation of type A→B→C, the rates of
the transformations differ enough to allow separation of
two stages.

Ice polymorphs are now known to coexist and not
transform to their stable phase of lower energy even w
dielectric relaxation time of the transforming phase is sh
enough for the ~irreversible! transformation to
continue.24,37–39 A remarkable example of this occurrenc
among the high-pressure ice phases is the coexistence o
V and ice II in the temperature and pressure domain of
II.37 Slow transformations of the ice phases when the die
tric relaxation time is less than 1 ms, have also been
served here in Figs. 1~A! and 4~B!. In view of these obser-
vations, we conclude that the rate of transformation of
ices is not determined by the relaxation rate for reorientat
of H2O molecules in the ices. A further example of su
occurrence is in ice Ih, whose dielectric relaxation time
greatly decreased by doping with HF~see detailed discussio
in Ref. 2!, yet doping with HF is least effective in transform
ing it to ice XI.40
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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V. CONCLUSIONS

When hexagonal ice at 130 K is pressurized to 0.97 G
the high-density amorph formed is different from the us
HDA, i.e., the one that forms on amorphizing ice Ih at 77
Sudden, and unpredictable, exothermic transformation of
amorph produces a denser high-pressure phase whose d
tric permittivity is ;3.5 and dielectric loss is negligibly
small, and these values do not change significantly on h
ing it to 140 K. Since these dielectric properties and tra
formation conditions do not correspond to a known hig
pressure crystalline ice phase, the transformation has li
occurred to a new metastable ice phase.

Calorimetric and dielectric studies show that on heat
at about 0.97 GPa, the metastable ice phase undergo
two-stage transformation ultimately to ice VI. We conjectu
that in the first stage between 130 and 175 K, it transform
ice XII, and in the second stage this ice XII transforms~un-
doubtedly! to ice VI. At a pressure of 0.97 GPa and tempe
tures above 175 K, ice VI is the stable phase.

Despite the very short dielectric relaxation time of t
parent ice phases, their transformation to another ice ph
remains slow. This means that the relaxation rate for re
entation of the H2O molecules does not control the rate
their phase transformation.
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